
Legal Review is Hard Enough. Your Software Shouldn’t Be.

XERA® is an intuitive, multi-browser hosted eDiscovery review platform built to optimize the review, analysis and 

production of electronically stored information (ESI). XERA was built for big data to empower legal teams to 

maximize productivity through its easy to navigate interface, enhanced social collaboration and remote 

accessibility features. XERA provides legal professionals with unprecedented control over the entire eDiscovery 

review process.

EXPERIENCE XERA
The NEXT ERA of eDiscovery

XERA Provides Greater Ease, E�ciency 
and Precision to Your Litigation Workflow

• Worry-Free Scalability – with the processing power you need for 

today’s large cases, from SQL® and Oracle®.

• Multi Browser & Tablet Support – easy to use remotely, or on-site, 

via multiple browsers, desktop platforms and portable tablet devices 

to complete projects e�ciently and accurately.

• Improved Review Productivity and E�ciency – an intuitive user 

interface that speeds up complicated searches with better accuracy 

and actionable results.

• Enhanced Collaboration and Instant Information – with built-in 

collaboration/communication (like Facebook®/Twitter®), you can 

leverage team knowledge for better coding decisions and instantly 

share important insights for increased e�ciency.

• Multi-Faceted Search and Categorization – Intuitive for all users, just 

like Amazon® or Expedia®.  Allows you to e�ciently refine and filter 

search criteria in order to quickly narrow to a relevant document set.

• Multi-Language – Built-in languages enable users to work with XERA 

in their own language, enabling control and confidence, with simple 

instructions throughout the program.  Unicode-compatible 

International Language Review functionality enables users to search, 

edit, review, report, export and print documents that contain text from 

over 250 languages.
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FIND OUT MORE
Contact your iCONECT representative for a list of iCONECT-XERA qualified providers.
www.iconect.com  |  info@iconect.com  |  1-855-915-8888

B Join the conversation at our iCONECT Xperts blog: www.iconectxpertsblog.com 

XERA was Built with Attorneys and 
Legal Teams in Mind.

iCONECT studied how people use today’s technology so XERA 

was built for today’s generation.  XERA is an intuitive review 

platform – what iCONECT does best – a web-based, “best of 

breed” review solution.

EXPERIENCE XERA
The NEXT ERA of eDiscovery

“XERA is designed for the social media generation with an 
interface that young lawyers will feel familiar with…” 

- Chris Dale, eDisclosure Information Project

XERA as a Review Tool o�ers Flexibility, Adaptability & Scalability.

Highly simplified, intelligently designed and easy to navigate, XERA delivers a more e�cient way to manage 

your everyday litigation tasks with a single, easy-to-use modern interface that applies aspects of the familiar, 

frequently used technologies in today’s marketplace. XERA provides access, navigation and collaboration on 

projects in ways that are familiar and easy to use.


